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Abstract 
In the spirit of constructing conditional events from events, there have been several proposals 
for constructing conditional conditional events from conditional events. There are many pro- 
cedures for this that are analogous to the construction of conditional events from events, and 
many possible choices of operations to impose on the resulting sets. It is observed here that the 
Stone algebra of conditional events is actually a symmetric Stone algebra and that there is a 
natural construction of iterated conditionals extending the symmetric Stone algebra structure of 
conditional events. This new symmetric Stone algebra of iterated conditionals has a representa- 
tion in which its operations are extremely simple, affording an easy mathematical nalysis of its 
structure. 
1. Introduction 
Various authors have proposed an iteration of conditional events, including Calabrese 
[2], Goodman and Nguyen [4], and Goodman et al. [5]. There is not a consensus among 
them, and the mathematical structures of the resulting entities have not been detailed. 
Here, a construction of  iterated conditionals is offered that is entirely analogous to 
the procedure of getting conditional events from events. The set of  conditional events 
with the Goodman and Nguyen operations [4] forms a Stone algebra of a special 
kind. This Stone algebra is studied in some detail in [5] and in [13]. Our construction 
of iterated conditionals hinges on the realization that the set of conditional events is 
actually a symmetric Stone algebra. Our set of iterated conditionals upports exactly one 
symmetric Stone algebra structure respecting the symmetric Stone algebra structure of 
conditional events. The resulting operations are quite complicated, making calculations 
almost intractable. However, in an appropriate representation, the operations become 
very simple, making a mathematical nalysis of the structure quite easy, and providing 
a mechanism for iterating the procedure ad infinitum. 
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In Section 2 we recall briefly the work to date on conditional event structures, paying 
particular attention to the representations and points of view that we will subsequently 
generalize to obtain a notion of iterated conditionals. In the section on iterated condi- 
tional events we introduce the set of conditional conditional events, cg(Cg(A)) for an 
arbitrary boolean algebra A. In order to pin down the appropriate structure to endow 
~(c~(A)) with, it turns out that a couple of conditions of symmetry, easily acceptable 
from a probabilistic point of view, suffice. In Section 4 we discuss these symmetries, 
and we use them to determine the lattice theoretic structure of ~(Cg(B)) for B, the 
two-element boolean algebra. Once we have the lattice structure of cg(Cg(B)) we find 
the boolean polynomials describing the corresponding operations. Finally, we notice the 
isomorphism of cg(Cg(B)) and the simpler B [2]t2] and obtain the polynomial description 
of the corresponding bijections. All these results, obtained only for the two-element 
boolean algebra, do of course generalize to arbitrary boolean algebras, and this is the 
subject of the somewhat technical Section 5. We state in full generality the main re- 
sults, mentioned above in the case of B, as Theorems 1 and 2 of Section 5. In the 
final section we capitalize on the mathematical equivalence of cg(ff(d)) and A [2lt~, ob- 
taining some structural results, and discussing the possible further iteration of iterated 
conditional event structures. 
2. Conditional events 
Let A be a boolean algebra. Its elements are c~llled events. A conditional event is 
depicted by a pair alb of elements a,b E A with two pairs alb and cld equivalent if 
ab = cd and b = d. In each resulting equivalence class, there is exactly one element 
alb with a<~b. Since it is usually easier to work with these representatives than the 
equivalence classes themselves, we define a conditional event to be a pair alb with 
a ~<b, and denote the set of all these by Cg(A). The boolean algebra A is embedded 
into ~(A) by the mapping i given by i(a) = a[ 1. Thus we view C£(A) not only as the set 
of conditional events, but also with this embedding of  A into it. Now if f : ~(A) --~ S 
is a bijection between the sets Cg(A) and S, then A is embedded into S by a ~ f (i (a)). 
Thus this bijection gives us another epresentation f the set of conditional events with 
its embedding of A. Several such representations of C£(A) have been useful, and some 
pertinent ones are listed in [13]. We will utilize two representations, Cg(A) and the one 
given by the set 
A [zl -- {(a,b) : a, b E A, a<~b} 
and the bijection 
Cg(A) --~ Al2] : alb ~ (a, a V b'). 
The sets Cg(A) and A [21 themselves are equal. Each consists of pairs (a,b) from A with 
a ~< b. But A is embedded ifferently. The boolean algebra A is embedded into A [2] by 
the mapping a ~ (a,a). So we have two representations, cg(A) and A [21. 
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The operations on C4(A) introduced by Goodman and Nguyen [4] are given by the 
formulas 
(alb) v (cld) = (a V cla V c V bd), 
(alb) A (cld) = (acla'b V c'd V bd). 
With pseudocomplementation (a,b) * = (a'b, 1), ~(A) becomes a Stone algebra [5]. 
The order relation induced by the lattice operations i  given by alb<~eld if and only 
if a<~c and d<~b V c. The bijection ~(A) ~ A [2] : (alb) H (a, a V b') induces the 
operations 
(a,b) V (c,d) = (a V c, b V d), 
(a,b) A (c,d) = (ac, bd), 
(a, b)* = (b', b') 
on A [21. Thus A [21 with these operations is a Stone algebra isomorphic to the Stone 
algebra OK(A) with the operations given for it above. 
~(A) represents conditional events in a familiar way: one thinks of its elements in 
the ordinary way as conditional events (alb), and in particular associates the conditional 
event (a[ 1) with the event a. An element (a, b) E A t2l corresponds to the conditional 
event al(a V b') E Cg(A), and so has no readily intuitive interpretation. However, the 
operations on A [2] given above are simply coordinatewise, making the study of h [2] and 
hence of ~(A) particularly simple. Mathematically, the two systems are the same. Each 
has its role. Cg(A) has probabilistic and intuitive content. A [21 provides a vehicle for 
mathematical manipulation and analysis. It has further proved its worth by providing a 
means for Nguyen [9] to establish a connection between conditional events and rough 
sets [ 1 1,10]. 
3. Iterated conditional events 
In defining conditional conditional events, that is, the entities (alb)J(cld), there is first 
the question of what they should be. Dubois and Prade [3] have a good discussion of 
this. The basic notion of Goodman and Nguyen [4] is to pass from Cg(A) to cg(~(A)) 
by applying the same procedure as going from A to Cg(A); that is, just iterate the 
initial procedure. But there are lots of ways the initial procedure can be described, 
and for some of them, there is no obvious iteration. For example, if conditional events 
are viewed as cosets of principal ideals in a boolean ring, as is the theme of [5], 
then there is no clear procedure for iterating because the resulting structure C~(A) is 
not a ring. In [4], Goodman and Nguyen describe a conditional event alb as the set 
{x E A : ab = xb}. Now that can be iterated. Simply let (alb)l(cld) be the set 
{(xly) E OK(A) : (alb)(c[d) = (xly)(cld)}. 
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Using the fact that OK(A) is relatively pseudocomplemented, andtaking (alb)<~(c,d), 
which can be done with no loss of generality, it is shown in [5] that (alb)l(cId) is the 
interval 
((a[b),(a V c'd V b'd'[b V c')) 
in the lattice Cg(A). In the representation A [2], this amounts to defining (a,b)l(c,d) to 
be the interval 
((a,a V b'),(a V d' V bc',b V d')) 
in the lattice A [21. While the procedure itself is analogous to a construction of Cg(A) 
from A, the result has neither mathematical nor intuitive appeal in either epresentation. 
Further, it does not allow arbitrary intervals ((a[b),(cld)) to be iterated conditionals. 
Conditional events were defined as those pairs of events alb with a ~<b and with the 
embedding a ~ a]l. We propose to define the set ~(C~(A)) of conditional conditional 
events, or iterated conditionals, as those pairs (alb)[(cld) of conditional events with 
(alb) ~<(cld) and with the embedding (a lb )~ (a[b)[(l[1). This is in complete analogy 
with the way the set of conditional events is defined from the set of events. But it is 
not at all clear at this point what operations hould be imposed on this set. To settle 
this issue requires a close examination of an underlying symmetry and probabilistic 
considerations. 
For any lattice L, one has the set L [2] = {(x, y) : x, y E L, x ~< y}, which is again 
a lattice under componentwise operations. This is a well-known construction i lattice 
theory and the notation L [2] is standard. If L is a Stone algebra, then L [2] is again a 
Stone algebra with pseudocomplementation g ven by (x, y)* = (y*, y*). It will turn out 
that the operations we define on ff(Cg(A)) will make it isomorphic to the Stone algebra 
A [2[I2). This isomorphism is not an obvious one at all, but this fortuitous turn of events 
makes the mathematical structure of cg(Cg(A)) quite transparent, and further suggests 
the sequence 
A, A [23, A [2]t2], A[2] t2ff2] . . .  
of iterations. Of course, we could have simply defined iterated conditionals to be A [2]t21, 
which comes with its ready-made componentwise operations. This is mathematically 
attractive, but the definition of iterated conditionals needs a better motivation than 
simply being mathematically attractive. 
4. The case of the two-element boolean algebra 
Probabilistic event structures possess everal inherent symmetries. The most impor- 
tant one is the one derived from the symmetric relationship between truth and falsity. 
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Interchanging true and false ought to give rise to an event structure quivalent to the 
original one. This is indeed the case, and the corresponding mathematical notion is 
that of duality. Given a lattice L, the dual of L is the lattice obtained by turning L 
upside down, thus interchanging the operations A and V. In general, lattices and even 
Stone algebras are not isomorphic to their duals, but this is always the case for boolean 
algebras. In a boolean algebra A, the complementation perator , is an isomorphism 
between A and its dual, also called an anti-automorphism of A. Thus, the natural sym- 
metry of event structures translate into the existence of an anti-automorphism of this 
structure. In general, a lattice possessing an anti-automorphism will be called symmet- 
ric. In light of the above it seems natural to impose such a symmetry on conditional 
event structures and their iterations. In fact, Cg(A) is also symmetric in the above sense. 
The symmetry is given by 
6 : Cg(A) ~ Cg(A) : (a[b) ~ (a'b]b). 
Further, this symmetry respects the embedding 
A ~ C£(A) : a H (all). 
That is, this symmetry on Cg(A) induces the symmetry on A. In fact, 6 (a l l )=  (a'll). 
So the embedding of A into cg(A) is not only a bounded lattice embedding, but is 
a symmetric bounded lattice embedding. The operations on Cg(A) could have been 
determined by requiring that C¢(A) be made into a symmetric bounded lattice with the 
embedding of A into it a symmetric bounded lattice embedding. 
We have now the symmetric lattice C¢(A) and have decided on the elements of 
cg(CC(A )) and the embedding of Cg(A) into it. Our major requirement on the operations 
on cg(Cg(A)) will be that it make cg(Cg(A)) into a symmetric lattice and the embedding 
Cg(A) --- cg(Cg(A)) be a symmetric bounded lattice embedding. 
Let A be a boolean algebra. Then cg(A) is a symmetric lattice. It is embedded into 
cg(cg(A)) by (alb) ~ (a[b)l(1]l). How may the symmetric lattice structure of Cg(A) be 
extended to a symmetric lattice structure on cg(Cg(A))? Our only restriction is that the 
operations 
((a1181)t(c ld1))* ( ( a2lbz )l( c2ld2 )) = ( ( el f )[(g[h ) ) 
allowed are those with e, f ,  g, and h boolean polynomials of al, bl, cL, dl, a2, b2, c2, d2. 
First, we consider the case where A = B, the two-element boolean algebra. Its 
elements are 0 and 1, 
~(O) : {(011),(0]0),(l[1)}, 
and 
~(Cg(B)) : {((ol 1)1(Oll )), (COl )[(olo)), 
((o11)1(111)), ((olo)](o]o)), ((olo)[(l]l)), ((l[1)l(l[1))}. 
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Thus cd(Cg(B)) is to be a six-element symmetric distributive lattice. It is easy to check 
that there are only five six-element distributive lattices. This means that, up to isomor- 
phism, there are only five ways to make cg(~(B)) into a distributive lattice. The five 
lattices are 
T / % T 
/ % % / i 
\ / t T 
T T T 
T 
T /" % 
T % / % 
/ % % / 
\ / 
Into each one of these five, rg(B) can be embedded four ways: (0[1) and (1[1) must 
correspond to the bottom and top, respectively, of the lattice, and (010) can correspond 
to any of the other four elements. These embeddings are bounded lattice embeddings, 
and each gives rise to six extensions of the operations of V and A to rg(rg(B)). These 
six are determined by how the other three elements of rg(rg(B)) are placed in the 
lattice. In the first two lattices and in the fourth, however, it is clear that the two 
incomparable elements may be interchanged and the same extensions of the operations 
on rg(B) result. However, in the other two lattices, each embedding ives distinct 
extensions of the operations. Thus there are 12 + 12 + 12 + 4! + 4! = 84 bounded 
lattice extensions of rg(B) to rg(rg(B)). For each of these extensions, one could write 
down the four boolean polynomials in eight variables that give V, and the four that 
give the associated A. Then, as we shall see in the next section, it is the case that for 
an arbitrary boolean algebra A, each set of these polynomials would define V and A on 
rg(rg(A)), extending the bounded lattice structure of rg(A) to ~g(Cg(A)). Further, these 
84 are exactly the extensions that can be given by boolean polynomials as prescribed 
above. 
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The extensions just described are bounded lattice extensions. But if we insist on 
symmetric bounded lattice extensions, only embeddings into the first lattice pictured 
are possible. Since 010 is fixed by the duality on if(B), we must consider the first 
lattice with the duality that fixes the two 'middle' elements rather than with the one 
that interchanges them. The second and fourth lattices are not symmetric, and the third 
and last do not allow a symmetric embedding of a three-element bounded lattice into 
it. The result is that there are exactly 6 ways to extend the operations of ~(B) to 
cg(~(B)) so that the resulting embedding is a symmetric bounded istributive lattice 
embedding, and these are all isomorphic. The picture at this point is 
( l l l) l( l l l )  
(OlO) l ( l i l )  • 
(o[1)1(111) 
T 




/ ,  
As far as the operations are concerned, it makes no difference which of the incom- 
parable elements of the lattice (010)1(111) corresponds to. Before deciding how the 
remaining three elements of ~(Cg(B)) should be assigned, we note the following. In 
~(A), (alb)<<.(clb) if a<~c, and (alb)<<.(ald) if d<~b. That is, the ordering of these 
elements i consistent with the size of their (conditional) probabilities. Now we impose 
the analogous conditions on the ordering in ~(C~(A)). Thus, 
(alb)l(cld)<~(e]f)l(c[d) if (alb)<(e[f) 
and 
(a[b)l(c[d)<~(alb)l(e[f) if (elf)<~(cld). 
Thus we have the order relations 
(OI1)l(OlO) ~ (O[1)l(OI 1), 
and 
((ol o)l( ~ll ) < (olo)1(olo). 
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. /  
The upshot of all this is that we have imposed a symmetric bounded lattice structure 
on cg(Cg(B)). This in turn defines V and A on ~g(Cg(B)), which, as it may be worked 
out, are given by the formulas 
(al [bj )[(¢1 [dl) V (a2 ]b2 )[(c2 [d2 ) 
= (al V a21al V a2 V bib2)] 
(al Va2 VClC2 V b' lclbzf 2V ff2C2bld' 1la, V a2 V clc2 V bld'lc 2 V clb2d~ V b,b2) 
and 
(al Ibl )[(cl Id~)/x (a2 [b2 )1(c2 Id2) 
I I 
= (ala2lala2 V albl V a2b2 ) [ 
I I I I I I I (ala2 V blb2cl V blb2c 2 V a2blC 1 a2b2c 2 V alb2C2 V atlblCl V [ 
ala2 V a,b~c2 V b',c,a2 V b',e,ff 2
Vb'lb'2c2 V c',d,a2 V c',d,b~d2 V c',d,c'2d 2 
Valc'2d 2V b~a'lc~d 2 V a'lblCl V f2b2c2). 
Such formulas are obtained using the fact that a map f : B n -+ B is given by 
V i (1 ,b )  i (2 ,b )  • X 1 X 2 . . .  X i (n,b) 
bEB",  f (b )= l  
where i(k,b) is ' if the kth entry of b is 0, and is " otherwise. These polynomial 
descriptions of the operations are very complicated. However, looking at the picture 
of the lattice qq(Cg(B)) and comparing it to that for B [2]t21, it becomes clear that these 
two lattices are isomorphic. Thus all the mathematical properties of B [21t21 carry over 
to cg(Cg(B)). But the operations in B [2]m are simply componentwise, making it much 
easier to carry out computations there. Just as for the operations, we can obtain the 
boolean polynomials that describe the isomorphisms in each direction. Strictly speaking, 
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there are two distinct symmetric isomorphisms from B [21t21 to cg(Cg(B)), namely one can 
interchange the images of the two incomparable lements. It is natural to use the one 
that extends the isomorphism from B [2] to ~(B), where B [2] sits as the diagonal in 
B [2]t:a. This isomorphism and its inverse are given by 
: B[Zlf2J---~ cg(Cg(B)) : ((a,b),(c,d)) ~ (ala V b') ] (a V be' V d'[a V be' V b'c V d') 
and 
fl : c¢(c'g(B)) ~ B [2]Izl : (wlx) [ (ylz) ~ ((w,w vx'),(w vx 'z '  v ytz, w Vx  t v y')). 
One may use these formulas, for example, to verify that the pseudocomplement of 
(alb) l (cld) is (a'bell ) l ( l l l  ). 
5. The general case 
We would like to extend the results of the previous section for the two-element 
boolean algebra B to an arbitrary boolean algebra A. Our main tool is McKinsey's 
result that a universal sentence is preserved under direct products if and only if it is a 
universal Hom sentence [8]. A basic Horn formula is a formula 01 A . . .  A 0n =~ 0n+l 
where 0i is an atomic formula. A universal Horn sentence is a sentence of the form 
Vxl . . . . .  xk[6)l A. . .  A On] where 6)i is a basic Hom formula. See [7] for more details. 
Since every boolean algebra A is a subalgebra of B e where P is the set of prime filters 
of A, it follows from McKinsey's result that any universal Horn sentence which holds 
in B must hold in every boolean algebra. 
If p is a boolean polynomial in n variables, and A is a boolean algebra, then the 
function A n --~ A induced by p is denoted by p,~. 
We are now ready to state and prove in full generality the results obtained in the 
previous section for B. 
Theorem 1. Let A be a boolean algebra. There are 84 ways to extend by boolean 
polynomials the lattice operations on C£(A ) to bounded lattice operations on cg(cg(A)) 
so that ~(A) is a bounded sublattice of Cg(~(A)). 
Proof. First we need to show that given four boolean polynomials Pl, P2, P3,p4 in 
4n variables, the resulting n-ary operation C~A = (PIA, p2A, P3,~,p4,4) on A 4 induces 
an n-ary operation on ~(Cg(A)) if and only if the corresponding n-ary operation ~B 
= (P1B, P2B, P3B, p4B) on B 4 induces an n-ary operation on cg(Cg(B)). In light of the 
discussion above, we need only show that the statement 
a-T . . . . .  a-~ E ~(Cg(A)) ~ ~(~T . . . . .  ~-~) E c~(Cg(A)) (1) 
is given by a universal Horn sentence. Now ~- = (akl,ak2,ak3,ak4) E cg(c~(A)) if and 
only if akl lak2 ~<ak3[ak4 if and only if akl ~<ak3 and ak4 <<,ak2 k/ak3. We can rewrite this 
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as (akj /X a~3 ) V (ak4 A (ak2 V ak3 )* ) = 0. So the statement ( 1 ) becomes 
~/  [(akl A a~3 ) V (ak4 A (ak2 V ak3)*)] = 0 
k=l 
=¢" [(pl(a-{ . . . . .  ~nn) A (P3(~" . . . . .  an))*) 
V(p4(~ . . . . .  ~nn) A (p2(~-T . . . . .  ~)  V p3(al-h... ,~n))*)] = 0, 
which is a universal Horn sentence. 
Given operations 0, 1,A, and V on cg(CK(A)) that are given by boolean polynomials 
over A, to say that these give rise to a bounded distributive lattice corresponds to 
the truth of a set of Horn sentences. Since the class of bounded distributive lattices 
is equational of type 0, 1, A, and V, we will just illustrate how an equation p = q in 
these operations holding on cg(CK(A)) corresponds to the validity of four Horn sentences 
on A. Each operation on c~(Cg(A)) is given by four boolean polynomials over A each 
with four times as many variables as the arity of the operation. From p = q we get 
four polynomial identities Pi = qi, i = 1,2, 3, 4, by plugging into p and q the boolean 
polynomial coordinates defining the operations. For p (~ . . . . .  a-~) = q(ai . . . . .  ~-~) to hold 
in cg(~(A)) we need pi(all . . . . .  an4) = qi(a l l , . . . ,an4),  i = 1,2,3,4, for all akj E A 
such that ~-~ = (akl,ak2,ak3,ak4) E cg(cg(A)), k = 1 . . . . .  n. As we saw above, a--'; = 
(akl,ak2,ak3,ak4) E i f( if(A)) if and only if (akl A a~3 ) V (ak4/X (ak2 V ak3)*) = 0. Thus 
we get the Horn sentences 
~/[(akl  A a~3 ) V (ak4 A (ak2 V ak3)*)] = 0 
k=l 
pi(al l  . . . . .  an4) = qi(all . . . . .  an4) 
for i = 1,2,3,4. 
The statement that a set of operations on cg(Z(A)) extends those on cg(A) is equiva- 
lent to a set of equations in boolean polynomials, four for each operation. For example, 
for the meet operation, we get the equation 
(al [a2 )[(1 [ 1 )A~(~e(A))(bl [b2 )[(1 [ 1 ) = [(a~ [a2 )A~(A)(bl [b2 )] [(1[1 ), 
which when translated to the boolean coordinates gives four boolean polynomial equa- 
tions. 
Since we showed in Section 4 that the theorem holds for B, it must hold for every 
boolean algebra A. [] 
Theorem 2. Let A be a boolean algebra. There is only one way to define by boolean 
polynomials ymmetric lattice operations on cg(~(A)) which satisfy the following. 
(i) Cg(A) is a subobject of c~(C~(A)) in the category of bounded symmetric lattices. 
(ii) For x, y, z E ~(A), x<~ y<~z implies zlz<~ y[z. 
(iii) For x, y, z E Cg(A), x<~ y<~z implies xlz<~xly. 
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Those polynomials are the ones in Section 4 which define the operations V and/x 
on cg(Cd(B)). 
Proof. Given symmetric lattice operations on c~(¢g(A)) in terms of boolean polynomial 
coordinate functions, the statements hat these are lattice operations, that the symmetry 
is a symmetry, and that (i), (ii) and (iii) hold correspond to a set of universal Horn 
sentences. Here we will just say how those statements not dealt with in Theorem 1 
translate into universal Horn sentences in the operations. The translation into universal 
Horn sentences for boolean polynomials follows as in Theorem 1. 
To say that c~(C~(A)) is symmetric means that there are unary operations 6i, i = 1,2, 
satisfying 
6i(x /X y) = 6i(x) V 6i(y), 
6i(x V y) = 6i(x) A 6i(y), 
6i(0) = 1, 6i(1) = 0, 
6162(x) = x = ~261(x). 
The statement (ii) becomes [x,y,z E ~(A) and x/~¢{A) Y = x and y/~¢C4) z = y] 
xlz/M¢~4)) ylz = xlz. Similarly for statement (iii). [] 
Theorem 3. For any boolean algebra A,~(~(A))  is isomorphic to A [2]t21 by an iso- 
morphism which sends ~(A) to ,,1 [2]. 
Proof. The boolean polynomials defining the isomorphisms 
/3 : cg(Cg(B)) ~ B [2lt21 
and 
• BtZf 2J __. cd(C~(B)) 
given in the previous section also define functions flA and ~a between W(Cg(A)) and 
A [2]I21 for an arbitrary boolean algebra d. The statements hat ~4 and f14 are homomor- 
phisms between cg(Cg(A)) and A t21t21, as well as that/34 0~4 and ~a 0/34 are the identity 
maps, correspond to certain boolean equations. Thus the theorem holds for all boolean 
algebras A since it holds for the boolean algebra B. [] 
6. Further properties 
When studying the mathematical properties of the iterated conditional event algebras 
cg(Cd(A)), we might as well study A t21c2~ since these are isomorphic. In fact, it would be 
extremely difficult to make a thorough mathematical study of cgffg(A)) directly since 
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the operations V and A on it are given by four rather complicated boolean polynomials 
in eight variables. However, the operations in A [21t21 are simply componentwise V and 
A, making it particularly tractable. In this section we will look at some properties of 
the algebras A [2]t21 for an arbitrary boolean algebra A. 
First we state the following simple but consequential result. 
Theorem 4. Let A be a boolean algebra. I f  A is a product IIBi of two-element boolean 
algebras Bi, then 
(i) A ~23 ~- (IIBi) tzj ~- 1-IB123, 
(ii) A ~21121 " (I-IB121)[23 , . ; 13~!2]  [2] 
Since finite boolean algebras are products of two-element boolean algebras, it follows 
that finite conditional event algebras are products of very simple entities, namely three- 
element chains, and finite conditional conditional event algebras are products of only 
slightly more complicated entities, the six-element symmetric Stone algebra that is not 
a chain, which is the first of the five lattices pictured earlier. 
In [12], it is shown that any isomorphism Cg(A1 ) ~ if(A2) is induced by an isomor- 
phism A l ~ A2. Were this true for homomorphisms, the categories of Boolean algebras 
and conditional event algebras would be equivalent. This is not quite true, however. 
The three-element conditional event algebra (g(B) has two endomorphisms, whereas B 
only has one. Our point of view now is that conditional event algebras are equipped 
with a symmetry. Taking this into consideration we do get the following. 
Theorem 5. The categories ~ of boolean algebras and cg of conditional event algebras 
are equivalent. 
Proof. An object A [2] in cg is associated with the object A in M, which is isomorphic 
to the center of A [2]. Thus, all we need to show is that for boolean algebras Al and 
A2, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence b tween the boolean morphisms from 
A1 to A2 and the bounded symmetric lattice morphisms between A~ 2] and A~ 2]. Given 
a morphism f :A~ 2] ~ A~ 2], it is well known and easy to verify that the boundedness 
of the morphism implies that f restricted to the center of A] 21, which is the diagonal 
in A~ × A1, is a boolean morphism into the center of A~ 2], which is the diagonal 
in A2 × A2. Thus f induces a boolean morphism from {(x,x) : x E A1} ~- AI to 
{(x,x) I x E A2} ~-- .42. Now we just need to argue that the action of f on the 
diagonal completely determines f .  To this end, let (a, b) E A] 2~. Then (a, b) = [(a, a)V 
(0,1)]/~ (b, b). 
Thus, the action of f is uniquely determined by its action on the diagonal if the 
action on (0, 1), the smallest element of the dense set, is independent of f .  This is 
indeed the case since f commutes with the symmetries 81 and 62 of A~ 2] and A~ 2], 
and hence 82f(0, 1) = f(61(0, 1)) = f(0, 1). Thus f(0,  1) is fixed by the symmetry 
82 on A~ 2]. But for (a,b) E A~ 2], 82(a,b) = (b',a'), and (a,b) = (b',a') implies 
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a=aAb'  =0 and b=a 'Vb= 1 since a~<b. Thus we have shown that f (0 ,1 )= 
(0, 1 ) for any bounded symmetric lattice morphism from A] 21 to A~ 2], and the proof is 
complete. [] 
One might think that this result should carry over to conditional conditional event 
algebras. However, this is not the case, and B [2]t2~, the basic six-element structure, 
already has many bounded symmetric endomorphisms. 
Let I be a chain and A a boolean algebra. Then the set A [q of increasing functions 
1 ---* A is a basic instance of algebraic structures known as LM-algebras. These algebras 
were developed as an algebraic tool for the study of Lukasiewicz many-valued logics. 
The algebras B [~1 play a fundamental role in the representation theory of LM-algebras, 
analogous to the roles B [2] and B [2]t21 play for conditional events and iterated conditional 
events, respectively. For more details on LM-algebras, see [1]. 
As a final topic we would like to touch upon the question of further iteration, and 
the existence of a single structure which is closed under 'conditioning'. The iterative 
process is to pass from X to X [2] = {(a,b) : a,b E X,a<<.b}, with the operations on 
the latter coordinatewise and the embedding of X into X [2] given by x ~ (x,x). Thus 
starting with an event space, that is, with a boolean algebra A, the space of conditional 
events is A [21, and the space of conditional conditional events is A [21czl. Now this process 
can be iterated ad infinitum, and we have the sequence A,A[2I,A["lf2J,A ['qI21t2j, .... It is 
convenient to change notation at this point. Let Ao = A,A1 = A [2] and, in general, 
An+l = A[~ 21. Now with the embeddings A~ ~ A,+1, we have a directed system, and 
can form the direct limit in the category of lattices. This direct limit we denote by 
A,o, and it is this structure which is our candidate for a space closed under forming 
conditionals. 
We now give a concrete representation f A,o and note some of its properties. First, 
note that A2 = {((a,b),(c,d))  : (a,b),(c,d) E AI and (a,b)<~(c,d)}. We will view As 
simply as four-tuples and, generally, we view An as 2 ~ tuples. Now embed A~ into 
A '~', the set of all sequences of elements of A, by letting the image of an element x of 
A, be the sequence with initial segment x, and the rest repetitions of x. Under these 
embeddings, each An is contained in A '°, the An form a chain, and A,o is the union 
of this chain. From now on, for ease of discussion, we will view the An as actually 
contained in A,o. Thus A,o is the set of all sequences (al,a2,a3 .... ) for which there 
is an initial segment (al,a,:, . . . . .  a2,) which is an element of A,, and for which the 
rest of the sequence is a repeating of this initial segment. Such an integer n is not 
unique of course. If n gives such an initial segment, then so does n + 1. In any case, 
this describes the set of elements of A,o, and the operations are componentwise, under 
which it becomes a symmetric Stone algebra. The pseudocomplement of an element 
(al,az,a3 .... ) is obtained by finding an n for which (al,az, a3 .... ) is in A,, and taking 
its pseudocomplement there. 
Each An is a symmetric Stone algebra and the embeddings A~ ~ A,+l are sym- 
metric embeddings. The symmetry 60 on the boolean algebra Ao is complementation, 
that is, 60(a) = a', the symmetry 61 on A1 is defined by 61(a,b) = (b',a'), and, 
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inductively, 6n+~(x,y)= (6n(y),6n(x)), where x and y are elements of An. It is easy 
to see that embeddings A, ~ An+l are symmetric ones. Now A~o admits a symme- 
try that induces fin on each An. This symmetry 6 is obtained in the same way as 
pseudocomplements were obtained 6(al,a2,a3 ... .  ) = 6,(at,a2,a3 .... ) for any n for 
which (al,a2,a3 ... .  ) E An. 
In order to work out what the 'conditioning' operation in A,o is, recall that originally 
when we had elements x and y of An with x <~ y, then the corresponding conditioning 
event was simply the 2 n+l tuple (x,y)  E An+l. How is conditioning carried out in Ao~? If 
x and y are two elements of A,o with x<<.y, then they both are in some An, and as such 
can be conditioned as previously, yielding an element of A,+l. However, the outcome 
depends on the choice of n as the following simple example shows. Let a, b E A, with 
a ~<b. These correspond to the elements (a,a, a .... ) and (b, b, b .... ) E Ao. If we choose 
n = 0, which is legitimate, conditioning yields the element (a, b, a, b, a, b, a, b ... .  ). If we 
choose n = 1, the element (a, a, b, b, a, a, b, b .... ) results. A somewhat canonical choice 
for n is the minimum one. But it is conceivable that even if x and y are in ,4,, one 
might wish to condition in An+s, which would yield a different element of A,o. Thus 
we must accept hat conditioning in Aco depends on three variables, x, y, and n, where 
x, y E An. 
Another problem is how to interpret he elements of Ao~ probabilistically, and even 
more so, how to interpret hem intuitively. In A0 = A, elements are simply ordinary 
events, and an element (a,b) of Al is associated with the conditional event (ala V b') 
which we have some real life interpretation of. For A2, we have given maps (Theorem 
3) that, in some sense, give a probabilistic interpretation of the elements. However, on 
this level we have very little intuitive ability to analyze them. For example, if we take 
0 E B and condition it with itself, we get the element 010 E ~(B). Now embedding this 
in ~(C~(B)), we obtain (010)l(lll), one of the two incomparable elements of c~(~(B)). 
On the other hand, if we embed 0 in C~(B) first, and then condition it with itself, we 
obtain (0ll)l(0[1), the other of the two incomparable lements of c~(~(B)). Should 
these two be identified? As mentioned in the discussion of conditioning in Ao~, there 
does not seem to be any clear-cut answer to this. 
In the structures An with n/> 3, we have no probabilistic or real life interpretations 
of the elements. Perhaps interpretations can be worked out at higher levels. In any 
case, the An and Ao, could be worthy of further study. General structure theorems and 
properties with respect o conditioning, for example, analogues to the usual formulas 
for (x V y)lz, and so on, may be interesting. A probability function P on A of course 
induces conditional probabilities on c~(A), and there may be worthwhile extensions of 
P to the higher iterations. We have not investigated these things. 
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